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Don Bosco: La barque qui sauve

Read the wonderful dreams he did, like visions from 
heaven...........so good for you if you want ! 

This is a saint who speaks to you, in a language that you understand. 
Don Bosco is the friend of the youth like Jesus... Maybe you will find yourself

among the young people that Our Lady entrusted him...  
Don Bosco saw in dreams what is for you today a reality... 
When the devil wants to get you, run to Mother Mary, hang

to Her and the peace will come back in your distressed heart.  Come and
read, listen to Don Bosco, he will teach you the secret of the joy !
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Here is the dream that Don Bosco told to the young people, January 1, 1866:
"You know that we do dreams only sleeping.

  Then, a night I was sleeping and I had a dream...
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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In my dream, we was in a plain full of flowers....
but suddenly, the water came to us....

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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We was scared and we went to a mill...then we had to get up 
cause the water always got up...everything disappeared, 

houses, villages, we saw only a huge lake...
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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So I told my young people to pray God and Mother Mary, then a boat with
bread in it came...everybody wanted to jump in it but it was stopped by a
wall...but we put a solid trunk tree, I went first and the young people after,

some priest helped them...
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Some young people was impatient or wanted to show their courage, they put
an other trunk tree very thin, I saw the danger for them and I told them to stop

but they did not want to listen to me...so the trunk tree broke, they fell and
disappeared in the water...

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The water went up to the roof. We helped the young people who was there. 
Don Cagliro helped to save the last one...When we was in the boat, 

scared, I took commands and I told them: "Mary is the Star of the Sea, 
She always takes care of those who trust Her. Let's put ourself under Her

protection and She will guide us in the right way !"
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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In a short time, we did a long way, so the boat stopped close to a small
island.  Some young people, without my will, left the boat to go on the small

island and invited the others to come...but their joy was short cause the water
went up to the island and those young people disappeared in the water. I said:

"It's true that when we do our own will, we pay the big price."
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Then our boat was almost do shipwreck (go in water). The young people was
very scared. I said: "Courage, Mary will help us".  Then we kneel down and
pray.  Some stupid young people was laughing of those who was praying.
Then a big wind put them in the water and they disappeared. Then we did

pray more and more Mary the Star of the Sea.
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Then the calm came back. We did not know where we were going. Some 
bad boys still was falling in the water and wanted to get others with

them.  Some priest, with the help of good boys, 
succeed to save some from the water...

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Then many was fed up with this small boat and when they saw other boats 
going in the opposite way, they jumped in the water on some woods, 

I told them not to do it but they disappeared in the water... I lost many of 
my young people. Then after a long dark night, the boat arrived close 

to a land where was a lot of monsters...
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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We was very surprised cause we saw there the young people who 
escaped and fell in the water.  Then a child said: "Look, a monster is 

eating this one !" saying his name to everybody.
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Someting more terrible: a huge furnace where we saw hands, legs, heads in
the fire....   Then in an other place, we saw some other young people who had

fall in the water, they had insects and worms who was eating their eyes,
noses, ears and hearts, they had a very big pain...

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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I told them to go to a fountain of fresh water. Those who was washing themself there
was instantly cured and got back to the boat. Most obey to my invitation,

except few ones, then we went back to the boat... Then we went on a big sea,
then we saw a huge rainbow, we could read on it: MEDOUM: 

Mater Et Domina Omnis Universi Maria 
(Mary is Mother and Queen of all the Universe.)

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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After a long trip, we saw a land. We saw a wonderful castle. The 
lanscape was wonderful, with an infinite sweet light, filling our heart with 

calm and peace.  The young boys asked: "Don Bosco, may we go there ?"  
I hesitated a bit and I said: "Let's go, we are safe."

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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They replied to me with great joy. Then we went there. That was looking 
like the promised land. The fruits was so good: an unknow taste.  Then 
we got in the castle and we visited it.  There was a huge table with so 

good foods. Everybody was eating very well...
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Then a young man came to us and called us with our names and he said: 
"This is nothing, come over here and see."  

He showed us nices places where we can play, etc...
then he invited us to enter in the chapel (small church).  

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From outside, this chapel was looking very small, but once we got inside, 
it looked so huge that we almost could not see the ends.   That was so

beautiful ! Then we went to a very beautiful statue of Mary and Jesus.  We
started to pray, then She moved and smiled: "The eyes of Our Lady move !"

said some boys.  Then She looked at us with Her eyes full of goodness.  
Then the boys said: "The hands of Our Lady move !"  Then She opened

slowly Her arms and She raised Her coat to get all of us under.
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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"Her lips move !"  Then was a great silence. Then Mother Mary, with a so
beautiful voice said to us: "If you are for Me good sons and if you are faithful 

to pray to Me, I will always be for you a tender and lovely Mother."
Then we all knell down and started to sing for Her our most beautiful song.

 
Dear children, the storm on the sea is the world that we have to go through,

doing good and not the evil.  If you listen to me, at the end of your life, 
you will go to Heaven with Our So Holy Mother Mary.  

 
The music was so beautiful that I awoke, then end the vision.

 
Don Bosco

 
retour à l'accueil
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